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Implementation of radiopharmaceutical therapy dosimetry varies
depending on the clinical application, dosimetry protocol, software, and
ultimately the operator. Assessing clinical dosimetry accuracy and preci-
sion is therefore a challenging task. This work emphasizes some pitfalls
encountered during a structured analysis, performed on a single-patient
dataset consisting of SPECT/CT images by various participants using
a standard protocol and clinically approved commercial software.
Methods: The clinical dataset consisted of the dosimetric study of a
patient administered with [177Lu]Lu-DOTATATE at Tygerberg Hospital,
South Africa, as a part of International Atomic Energy Agency–coordi-
nated research project E23005. SPECT/CT images were acquired at 5
time points postinjection. Patient and calibration images were recon-
structed on a workstation, and a calibration factor of 122.6Bq/count was
derived independently and provided to the participants. A standard dosi-
metric protocol was defined, and PLANETDose (version 3.1.1) software
was installed at 9 centers to perform the dosimetry of 3 treatment cycles.
The protocol included rigid image registration, segmentation (semiman-
ual for organs, activity threshold for tumors), and dose voxel kernel con-
volution of activity followed by absorbed dose (AD) rate integration to
obtain the ADs. Iterations of the protocol were performed by participants
individually and within collective training, the results of which were ana-
lyzed for dosimetric variability, as well as for quality assurance and error
analysis. Intermediary checkpoints were developed to understand possi-
ble sources of variation and to differentiate user error from legitimate user

variability. Results: Initial dosimetric results for organs (liver and kidneys)
and lesions showed considerable interoperator variability. Not only was
the generation of intermediate checkpoints such as total counts,
volumes, and activity required, but also activity-to-count ratio, activity
concentration, and AD rate-to-activity concentration ratio to determine
the source of variability. Conclusion: When the same patient dataset
was analyzed using the same dosimetry procedure and software, signifi-
cant disparities were observed in the results despite multiple sessions of
training and feedback. Variations due to human error could be minimized
or avoided by performing intensive training sessions, establishing inter-
mediate checkpoints, conducting sanity checks, and cross-validating
results across physicists or with standardized datasets. This finding pro-
motes the development of quality assurance in clinical dosimetry.
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Radiopharmaceutical therapy (RPT) is based on the administra-
tion of radiolabeled vectors designed to concentrate cytotoxic levels
of radiation in targets while preserving the surrounding healthy tis-
sues. In comparison to external-beam radiation therapy, which
involves personalized treatment regimens, most RPT administers a
fixed activity. For example, the European Medicines Agency and the
Food and Drug Administration approved [177Lu]Lu-DOTATATE
(Lutathera; Novartis) for treatment of neuroendocrine tumors as four
7.4-GBq injections separated by 8-wk intervals (1,2).
A patient-specific treatment approach would allow a major para-

digm shift from the one-size-fits-all approach to personalized medi-
cine in which the optimal activity is specifically assessed for each
patient. In article 56 (Optimization) (3), Euratom Directive 2013/59
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(applicable within the European Union) requests that “For all medical
exposure of patients for radiotherapeutic purposes, exposures of target
volumes shall be individually planned, and their delivery appropri-
ately verified taking into account that doses to non-target volumes
and tissues shall be as low as reasonably achievable and consistent
with the intended radiotherapeutic purpose of the exposure.” Even
though personalized planning cannot be achieved with fixed activities,
the verification of irradiation delivered can always be assessed. Also,
several authors (4–7) have advocated the feasibility of patient-specific
RPT dosimetry. Evidence of the absorbed dose (AD)–effect relation-
ship has been published in several clinical indications (8–11).
The clinical dosimetry workflow consists of several steps, from

radiopharmaceutical pharmacokinetics determination in the volumes
of interest (VOIs), most often through sequential quantitative imag-
ing, to AD or other standardized dosimetry quantity computation,
such as biologic effective dose or equieffective dose (12). Currently,
RPT dosimetry either is not widely implemented in clinical facilities
(13–15) or, if implemented, may differ in objectives and sophistica-
tion among centers, thereby resulting in a large variability of dosi-
metric approaches and results (16).
However, there are 2 facets of variability. Clinical choices that

govern dosimetric approaches induce natural variability and should
not preclude the use of personalized dosimetry. More concerning is
the potential variability of results for a given clinical application,
due to different methodologies or even to general lack of expertise.
It is therefore desirable to be able to compare results obtained in
different clinical centers for a given therapeutic approach.
The Society of Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging presented

the preliminary results of a study aiming to standardize and harmonize
dosimetry procedures by assessing the variability introduced in vari-
ous dosimetry steps. The study revealed large differences in time-
integrated activity (TIA) and in ADs. The participants in this study
chose their own methodologies for VOI delineation, TIA integration,
TIA dosimetry, and reported volumes, TIA, AD rates (ADRs), and
AD; however, neither the sources of variation nor the origins of the
outliers were obvious (17). Subsequent detailed analysis (18) demon-
strated that there were transcription, methodologic, and reporting
errors and differences in methods and decisions that contributed sub-
stantially to the large variations. In this analysis (18) for pure SPECT
data, removing variabilities due to errors resulted in quartile coeffi-
cients of dispersion of 10%–30% in the organs and 10%–40% in the
lesions for the 2 patients used in the study. Variabilities were further
reduced when participants were given VOIs or TIAs.
In 2017, the International Atomic Energy Agency initiated coor-

dinated research project (CRP) E2.30.05, “Dosimetry in Radiophar-
maceutical Therapy for Personalized Patient Treatment,” to educate
and train volunteer medical physicists and implement harmonized
dosimetric procedures, along with assessing the global accuracy of
RPT dosimetry. This was done by conducting multiple training ses-
sions and iterations using a clinical SPECT/CT patient dataset.
Consequently, the ground truth activity and ADs of the dataset

are not known and the study cannot assess for accuracy. The goal
of this work is to assess variability or precision of results and to
identify and eliminate methodologic errors that increase variability
as part of an overall educational goal.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
The participating institutions were from Colombia, Croatia, Cuba,

France, India, Indonesia, South Africa, and the United States. Each

performed dosimetry with its respective expertise and the specific
training acquired throughout this work. The selection of institutions
was based on International Atomic Energy Agency reviews of propo-
sals to join the CRP, except for the United States and France, whose
participation was based on their substantial experience in this field.

Clinical Dataset
The clinical dataset was derived from the dosimetric study of a

[177Lu]Lu-DOTATATE patient from Tygerberg Hospital, South Africa.
Activities of 6.24, 6.67, 6.85, and 6.03 GBq were administered in a
first, second, third, and fourth therapy cycle, respectively, with an inter-
val of 11 wk between cycles. Patient SPECT/CT images were acquired
at 5 time points after injection (1–2, 4, 24, 48, and 96 h) on a GE
Healthcare Infinia Hawkeye 4 (9.5-mm [3/8-in] NaI crystal thickness
and medium-energy collimator) with calibration images and recon-
structed on a Hermes Medical Solutions (version 4.15) workstation. A
calibration phantom was imaged using the same acquisition and recon-
struction settings. All parameters were specified by Kayal et al. (19). A
calibration factor of 122.6 Bq/count (or 4.53 cps/MBq with 1,800 s of
acquisition time) was obtained and provided to each center.

Definition of Standard Protocol
A standard dosimetric protocol was defined, and PLANETDose

(version 3.1.1) from DOSIsoft SA was used for the first 3 therapy
cycles. The fourth cycle was not examined because there was no ade-
quate SPECT/CT imaging. Since reconstructed patient images were
circulated to each center, the common dosimetry protocol was defined
beginning at the registration step. All steps of the protocol were fol-
lowed by all participants independently on their workstations.
Registration and Segmentation. Automatic rigid registration for all

time points was performed by each site considering the first CT scan as
the reference. The segmented VOIs included lesions (anterior, lateral, pos-
terior, and inferior) along with both kidneys and whole and healthy liver.
Each participating center contoured the normal organs (kidneys and liver)
semimanually on the first CT scan with an interpolation process and then
propagated in a rigid way through all registered CT scans while perform-
ing lesion segmentation on SPECT images at each time point using a 40%
threshold of the maximal uptake. Afterward, a 4-dimensional exclusion
Boolean operation between the anatomic liver (or whole liver) and the 4
lesions gave the contour of normal liver.
ADR and AD. ADRs were obtained for each VOI and cycle using

the dose voxel kernel convolution algorithm with density correction
within PLANETDose. ADs were obtained by integrating ADR over
time. Each participant selected a fit among mono-, bi-, or triexponen-
tial fitting or trapezoidal fitting, on the basis of the participant’s exper-
tise. The fit functions and parameters used by each participant can be
provided on request.
Data Exportation. For each VOI, the volume, total counts, and

activity per time point were exported. The values for normal organs and
lesions were taken from the anatomic and functional contouring result
tables, respectively (PLANETDose uses a dual anatomic/functional mode
system). The fitting parameters (fitting equation and R2) along with the
ADs in each VOI were generated and stored.

Statistics
To quantify the variations among participants, the mean and median

along with the associated uncertainties were computed using previ-
ously published equations (20). The t-test was performed to examine
the significance of the difference between the fitting techniques used
among participants (P # 0.05) (21,22).

Optimization Procedure
The CRP project aimed to contribute to the standardization of RPT

dosimetry and help participants develop and implement harmonized
dosimetric procedures.
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During each brainstorming session, the results were discussed, and
further training was provided to the participants, resulting in an itera-
tion of the dosimetry calculations. The number of iterations for the first,
second, and third therapy cycles was 1–4, 2–3, and 4 or more, respec-
tively. Even though the results for each center were not available to all,
the procedure was not a masked intercomparison but rather evolved to
an elaborate training procedure, with the objective of ensuring proper
dosimetric understanding and application while allowing for limited
individual choices in registration, contouring, and integration.

The identification of outlier results led participants to evaluate the
integrity of their results as shown in Figure 1. Other variations
observed consistently throughout the data necessitated the inclusion
of additional quality assurance (QA) metrics (or checkpoints) in the

dosimetric procedure with subsequent iterations of results. The results
presented here are therefore the best that could be obtained within the
time frame of the CRP, after extensive training and iterations.

RESULTS

Results were obtained for each time point and VOI for the first 3
cycles. In this section, the salient results are highlighted as coeffi-
cients of variation of the median (CVmed) among participants (ratio
of median uncertainty to median); however, all results are available
in Supplemental Tables 1 and 2 and Supplemental Figures 1–8 (sup-
plemental materials are available at http://jnm.snmjournals.org).

Activity Quantification
Volume Segmentation. The liver and the kidneys along with the

4 lesions defined in the patient SPECT/CT images are shown in
Figure 2 for the first cycle.
The volumes obtained by the 9 centers (C1–C9) for each VOI

for the first cycle are plotted in Figure 3. The CVmed among time
points and cycles ranged from 6% to 13% for normal organs and
from 3% to 20% for lesions, with the smallest lesions exhibiting
the largest variability. The variations in normal-organ volumes as
a function of time at each center constitute evidence of error
according to the propagation process defined in the protocol, since
the volume—once defined on the first time point—is propagated
to the other time points. Similarly, variations of the lesion volumes
between time points may be expected, and each center, in princi-
ple, should have the same volume at each time point because the
lesion volumes were defined using a predefined threshold (40% of
maximum activity uptake relative to each time point). The range
of volumes (along with the uncertainties) obtained by various par-
ticipants for each VOI and each cycle is specified in Supplemental
Table 1.
Derivation of Counts and Activity. The total counts and activity

in normal organs (kidneys, normal liver, and whole liver) and
lesions are illustrated in Figures 4A and 4B for the third cycle.
Counts and activities within each VOI tend to follow a similar
trend for most time intervals and participants, although they are
not identical as would be anticipated.
The whole liver demonstrated a significantly lower CVmed in vol-

ume and activity (�5% and 3%–5%, respectively) at each time point
and cycle analyzed. The lateral lesion had the widest range in volume
(8%–59%) and activity (10%–49%). The other smaller lesions had a
relatively lower activity (CVmed, 2%–15%) comparable to that in the
kidneys.

Outlier data are discernible. The counts
and the activity for the lateral lesion were
significantly higher at C6 than at the other
centers (Fig. 4A) and can be attributed to
this center’s larger lesion segmentation. In
parallel, a significant activity decrease was
seen in the lesions and the normal liver for
the first time point for C8. A common trend
in counts and activity was not systema-
tically observed, thereby necessitating the
generation of a new checkpoint activity-to-
count ratio (Fig. 4C). The activity fluctua-
tion for C8 might be attributed to incorrect
calibration factor input or a software flaw
linked with a particular time point, but these
possibilities require further investigation.

FIGURE 1. Workflow used for analyzing data and computing final results
and recommendations. SOP5 standard operating procedure.

FIGURE 2. (A) Anatomic segmentation (for whole liver and kidneys). (B) Functional segmentation
for lesions. (C) Normal liver from Boolean subtraction.
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ADRs
Notable anomalies were observed for the third cycle (Fig. 5A).

Except for results from C6, the ADR for time points for each
organ was reasonably consistent between time points and par-
ticipants. Unexpected ADR variability in lesions among partici-
pants initiated the generation of additional checkpoints: activity

concentration (AC) and ADR-to-AC ratio.
Since ADR is proportional to AC (for self-
dose contributions to the AD dominating
in regions of high uptake), it was hypothe-
sized that the ADR-to-AC ratio would be
relatively constant for each VOI.
Figure 5B shows the AC at each time

point for the third cycle. All centers,
including C6, had a fairly consistent AC
for the liver and kidneys. Consequently,
the ADR deviation of C6 in the liver and
kidneys (6%–73%) cannot be directly
related to volume segmentation or activity
quantification but was most likely due to a
transcriptional error. Additionally, the cal-

culation of AC revealed that C8 likely overlooked some system-
atic error at the first time point.
The ADR-to-AC ratio (Fig. 5C) had nearly constant values (despite

the presence of a few outliers) for the organs but not necessarily for
the lesions. Because of the incoherent ADR and AC of C6, its ADR-
to-AC ratio varied significantly. Variability in this ratio for lesions at

the first time point for C8 is a consequence
of error propagation from the activity quanti-
fication. Other variations were ascribed to
transcriptional error.

AD Calculations
The ADRs were integrated using either

monoexponential (corresponding to washout
or decay curve) or biexponential (including
one uptake and one washout phase) fitting
models to obtain the ADs in each VOI. The
fits chosen by centers for different VOIs are
presented in Table 1. ADs for the first cycle
are plotted in Figure 6. Low ADs (2–4Gy)
were obtained for the liver and kidneys,
whereas ADs of up to 41Gy were obtained
for lesions. The AD obtained from monoex-
ponential ADR fitting was substantially
higher than that from biexponential ADR
fitting (whole liver: 3.766 0.15 Gy vs.
3.216 0.24Gy with P , 0.01; anterior
lesion: 37.8563.98Gy vs. 29.9761.42Gy;
P, 0.01).
Although ADRs from one site (C6) varied

by up to 73% for the third cycle, variability
in organ ADs was generally acceptable
across participants (Table 2). For lesions,
several outliers in the AD were identified
and most probably arose from the centers’
respective high or low ADR (C6 and C8).
The high AD in the inferior lesion from C6
was not plausible given the reduced ADR
and AC and was likely a consequence of a
transcriptional error or mishandling of the
software.
Mean variations in the AD calculation

for each cycle in each VOI can be seen in
Table 2. The coefficient of variation in AD
was up to 15% in the case of organs and
up to 33% for the lesions.

FIGURE 3. Organ and lesion volumes in first treatment cycle for 5 time points (1–5). Whole liver sig-
nifies anatomic liver, whereas normal liver represents healthy liver (whole liver2 4 lesions).

FIGURE 4. Total counts (A), activity (B), and activity-to-count ratio (C) for each VOI in third cycle for
time points 1–5. Whole liver signifies anatomic liver, whereas normal liver represents healthy liver
(whole liver2 4 lesions).
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DISCUSSION

This work presents the dosimetry per-
formed on patient image datasets acquired at
different time points using PLANETDose
software. Such a multicentric dosimetry
comparison on a single clinical patient data-
set using the same protocol and software by
various centers appraises the precision of the
dosimetry chain. The impact of reconstruc-
tion and calibration phases on the dosimetry
chain was not considered in this work (23).
The possibility of exporting intermediate
results offered by PLANETDose facilitated
the assessment of variations at each clinical
dosimetry workflow step (24).
Although variations (CVmed) in organ

volumes ranged from 6% to 13% for nor-
mal organs, CVmed increased to 38% for
lesions. Even though the conversion of
counts to activity was merely a reflection
of the calibration factor, it was remarkable
to see higher variations in counts (3%–

29% for normal organs and #46% for
lesions) but not a similar trend in discrep-
ancies in activity, particularly for normal
organs (13%). The ADR varied by a maxi-
mum of 12% and 17%, respectively, for
normal organs and lesions, whereas the
integration of ADR to obtain ADs reduced
the variation in normal organs (,8%) and
increased it in lesions (#33%).
Every iteration evidenced significant dis-

parities among participants, mostly derived
from the heterogeneity of their initial level
of expertise. To obtain more explainable
results, these discrepancies were identified
and addressed until the last iteration. Some
of the observed issues were transcriptional
error (improper unit conversions, use of a
comma to represent decimals, errors in

copying and pasting exported data), improper segmentation (inap-
propriate use of the thresholding technique, resulting in smaller
segmented volumes; Fig. 7), and software mishandling (software
data output formats were multiple and confusing, leading to incor-
rect reporting). However, since this was an educational and learn-
ing experience, most of these errors were deemed to be correctable.
Several additional checkpoints were defined during this dosi-

metric analysis: activity-to-count ratio, AC, and ADR-to-AC ratio.
The 2 latter checkpoints could be incorporated in the software.
Even after compensation for obvious methodologic errors, the

user-dependent fitting model generated significant variability. Pro-
viding users with additional leeway to choose their preferred meth-
odologic dosimetric approach will probably lead to an even wider
range of outcomes. This was seen in recently published data from
Society of Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging challenge
users when allowed to choose the methodology (17) and when
segmentation and TIA were provided (18).
The initial hypothesis that the same patient data, with the same pro-

cessing workflow and using the same software, would yield relatively
low interoperator variability proved to be false. Variable results were

FIGURE 5. ADR (A), AC (B), and ADR-to-AC ratio (C) for each VOI in third cycle for time points 1–5.
Whole liver signifies anatomic liver, whereas normal liver represents healthy liver (whole liver 2 4
lesions).

TABLE 1
Fitting Chosen by Different Centers to Obtain AD

for Each VOI

Treatment
cycle

No. of centers

VOI Monoexponential Biexponential

Organs 6 3

1 Anterior lesion 3 6

Other lesions 1 8

Organs 6 3

2 Anterior lesion* 3 5

Other lesions 4 5

Organs 6 3

3 Anterior lesion 3 6

Other lesions 4 5

*Absence of fitting parameters from clinical center.
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examined closely in peer review training sessions, the source of the
discrepancy was searched for, and it was decided whether an avoidable
error had been made, warranting a teaching moment, or whether
the discrepancy was a justified user variation.
The large number of iterations needed to increase the proficiency

of each user with the software highlighted the importance of training.
Often, insufficient training is delivered to users after the acquisition
of new software packages. Several practical training sessions (along
with theory) could increase proficiency in clinical dosimetry. Also,
having access to a benchmark clinical dataset that comes with a set
of expected results, or at least a range of acceptable results, would be
an invaluable asset of the training.

Best practices in RPT should be adopted
to ensure that results are reliable, traceable,
and reproducible—in other words, that they
include robust QA. This comprises (but is
not limited to) double processing using
independent software (or free open-source
tools) and cross-verification across physi-
cists, as is current practice in external-beam
radiation therapy. Because most clinical
dosimetry software companies, even those
with a long history in imaging, are relatively
new to the field, a critical eye (and QA) on
the procedure implemented by the user
should also be accompanied by an equally
critical use, including commissioning and

regular QA of the software. In the present case, no commissioning
or QA was performed initially, although several checks evolved to
account for possible software inconsistencies (e.g., count-to-activity
ratio).
Also, collaboration between physicists and physicians and

between external-beam radiation therapy and RPT physicists
would be a good starting point for implementing dosimetry QA
since external-beam radiation therapy physicists are more experi-
enced with error and failure mode analysis, therapeutic QA, and
procedures. This requires a willingness to adapt to a new work-
place culture of increasing cooperation (25).
It is vital to assess not only the precision but also the accuracy

of the clinical dosimetry workflow. A possible way forward for
this objective is the DosiTest project, in which simulated patient
datasets (with activity being perfectly characterized at the voxel
level for each time point) are used as the ground truth (26).
Finally, although not implemented here, using biologic effective

dose or equieffective dose along with AD is an essential part of
standardizing the dosimetric process and reporting (27,28).

CONCLUSION

This paper illustrates how dosimetric analysis performed by vari-
ous operators using the same protocol and software on one patient
dataset may still result in large variations, as well as how practice
and experience are needed after initial training to obtain reliable
results in RPT dosimetry. Making the distinction between expected
variability (related to legitimate operator choices) and erroneous
processing (due to a variety of causes) was deemed crucial. The
analysis of the results revealed the following important points.

Software Commissioning
Use of software for calculation of AD and other dosimetric

quantities requires a rigorous validation of the software itself,
including checks on intermediate results and an end-to-end test.

Checkpoints
The possibility to extract results at various intermediate steps of

the clinical dosimetry workflow should be integrated, such as
activity-to-count ratio or ADR-to-AC ratio.

Sanity Checks
Internal checks implemented in the dosimetry package should

minimize human mistakes: when obviously aberrant results are
obtained, warning messages or even fatal errors should be generated.

FIGURE 6. AD (in Gy) for each VOI (organs and lesions) in first cycle. Whole liver signifies anatomic
liver, whereas normal liver represents healthy liver (whole liver2 4 lesions).

TABLE 2
AD in Each VOI for Each Treatment Cycle

VOI Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 3

R kidney 2.246 0.14 3.5160.29 3.336 0.25

L kidney 2.256 0.12 3.4860.18 3.506 0.18

Whole liver 3.586 0.33 3.8760.21 3.356 0.17

Normal liver 2.616 0.40 2.9460.28 2.286 0.15

1, anterior 32.606 4.56 34.6866.73 24.606 2.00

2, lateral 16.736 4.45 20.2966.40 12.226 2.90

3, posterior 23.696 4.53 28.5769.16 11.346 3.75

4, inferior 18.276 4.35 23.9466.36 15.776 4.85

Data are mean 6 SD (Gy).

FIGURE 7. Typical error illustrating selection of small bounding box (in
red) for anterior lesion while performing threshold-based segmentation.
Blue VOI represents correct segmentation. Bounding box refers to prede-
termined subregion or selection in which thresholding is performed. By
performing single click in area of high uptake, it is possible to generate
tumor contour, thus preventing any potential correlation with uptake
regions that are near tumor (e.g., organ, another tumor).
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Result Validation
Most errors could be related to the fact that dosimetry was per-

formed by single individuals. Cross-verification of results among
physicists and clinicians should be systematically implemented,
when possible.
This CRP enabled defining some aspects to include in a clinical

dosimetry QA procedure. As such, it represents a stepping stone
toward the definition of reliable and reproducible dosimetry proce-
dures. This project also resulted in the creation of a benchmark
dosimetry dataset that is adapted for training individuals in dosim-
etry. This should set a model for other clinical indications and
software. The expected results and associated variability are now
available for this patient dataset and procedure and will be the
topic of further communication.
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KEY POINTS

QUESTION: How can the sources of variation associated with
clinical dosimetry be evaluated?

PERTINENT FINDINGS: Dosimetry performed by several users
on a single patient dataset with the same software and the same
standard protocol resulted nonetheless in high variations and
discrepancies among participants. The in-depth analysis required
implementing checkpoints and internal sanity checks.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PATIENT CARE: Implementing QA in
clinical dosimetry starts with providing sufficient training and
implementing cross validation of dosimetry results.
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